Polycomb proteins as organizers of 3D genome architecture in embryonic stem cells.
Polycomb group proteins (PcGs) control the epigenetic and transcriptional state of developmental genes and regulatory elements during mammalian embryogenesis. Moreover, PcGs can also contribute to 3D genome organization, adding an additional layer of complexity to their regulatory functions. Understanding the mechanistic basis and the dynamics of PcG-dependent chromatin structures will help us untangle the full complexity of PcG function during development. Since most studies concerning the 3D organization of PcG-bound chromatin in mammals have been performed in embryonic stem cells (ESCs), here we will focus on this cell type characterized by its unique self-renewal and pluripotency properties. More specifically, we will highlight recent findings and discuss open questions regarding how PcG-dependent changes in 3D chromatin architecture control gene expression, cellular identity and differentiation potential in ESCs. We believe that this can serve to illustrate the diverse regulatory mechanisms by which PcG proteins control the proper execution of gene expression programs during mammalian embryogenesis.